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Worst-Case Scenario
GPS C/A codes present cross-correlation peaks that can potentially cause false acquisitions. They can also create tracking errors and C/N0 degradation, not in traditional GPS tracking situations,
but for applications w here signals are received w ith a low Doppler difference.
Several applications present a low relative Doppler, thus causing more frequent Doppler collision and this type of interference. One occurs w ith the use of
ranging signals from geostationary satellites (for example, satellite-based augmentation systems, or SBAS) w hen tw o or more of these satellites are in
line-of-sight of a fixed- or low -dynamic receiver such as a control station, reference station for differential positioning, or any ground user w ith little or no
motion. The tracking error increases strongly w ith more geostationary satellites — and multiple SBAS have been and continue to be developed w ith
overlapping interoperative regions. Indeed, it is possible that all the signals w ill interfere at the same time, or sequentially, one after another. The SBAS C/A
code interference could also be seen for mobile receivers such as airplanes, moving along a zero-relative Doppler line betw een tw o SBAS satellite
longitudes.
Pseudolite use can also induce low dynamic signals, in applications involving a pseudolite and a receiver onboard a geostationary satellite, and pseudolites
and fixed- or low -dynamic receivers.
The interference mechanism is physically the same as for multipath error. Actually, multipath can be view ed as C/A code self-interference: the crosscorrelation peak of the reflected signal contributes to the correlation function and causes an offset of the zero-crossing of the discrimination function, know n as the tracking error. In C/A code
interference, the cross-correlation peak of the interfering code creates the same effect. Normalized cross-correlation peak values are either +63/1023 or –65/1023. The error can reach 18
meters for a half-chip spacing correlator w hen tw o quasi-stationary C/A codes are received w ith the same pow er level. If the cross-correlation function of desired and interfering codes has a
secondary peak w ithin the receiver's chip spacing of the relative code offset, there is potential for a tracking error.
A necessary condition for such interference is a relative Doppler betw een the tw o interfering signals low er than the receiver code loop bandw idth, typically low er than 1 Hz. The signed
amplitude of the interfering peak is a function of the relative phase, and if the relative phase moves too much during the code-loop integration period, the interfering peak (and the tracking error)
w ill be filtered out. We refer to this condition as a Doppler collision, or as having a quasi-stationary code, because from the receiver point of view , the received codes w ill not move relative to
one another. This means that the cross-correlation peak of the interfering signal w ill not move relative to the main auto-correlation peak of the desired signal, and the interference w ill result in a
lasting bias.
For common GPS applications, a Doppler collision smaller than 1 Hz is quite a rare phenomenon. Doppler due to satellite motion is high (from –4.5 kHz to 4.5 kHz for standard use), giving a low
probability of such a Doppler collision; even if it happens, it w ill last a few seconds. For common GPS applications, C/A code interference rarely leads to a noticeable tracking error.
How ever, w ith the development of GNSS systems using geostationary satellites such as EGNOS, WAAS, GAGAN, MSAS, BEIDOU-1, or IRNSS, the dynamics are much low er, in the range of a
few meters/second, corresponding to a few 10s of Hz at L1 frequency. Doppler collisions w ill occur tw ice a day and last several minutes. Thus, interference due to PN-code code crosscorrelation w ill occur, and can cause false acquisition, C/N0 degradation, and tracking errors. Our results using data collected by WAAS receivers in Canada show the impact of several
factors, including the navigation message, on the tracking error.
The current EGNOS inhibits the GEO ranging function, and therefore pseudorange measurement errors made on the GEO signal have no impact today on EGNOS performance. Moreover, in
more than 10 years of operation, including the EGNOS test bed, no message loss due to the C/A code interference has been observed or reported on EGNOS. Our w ork here intends to:
1. precisely characterize these interference tracking errors,
2. identify the factors driving these errors, and
3. propose mitigation techniques to reduce them.
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Applications
FIGURE 1 show s the similarities betw een multipath (interference of the delayed signal on the direct signal) and C/A code cross-correlation interference (interference of a cross-correlation
peak on the desired signal main peak).

FIGURE 1 C/A code cross-correlation
interference

Theoretical error is 9 meters for normal cross-correlation configurations (for -chip spacing correlator and equal pow er signals) w hen tw o received C/A codes have very small relative
Doppler and the same pow er. The interfering signal is filtered at several levels:
1. Pre-detection integration w ill filter the interfering signal if its relative Doppler is larger than the pre-detection bandw idth (50 Hz).
2. Code-loop filter w ill filter the IF signal if its relative Doppler is larger than the DLL bandw idth (<1 Hz).
There is potentially a tracking error only if the relative Doppler betw een the received signals is low er than the DLL bandw idth (typically < 1 Hz).
Satellite Motion. Geostationary satellites' motion is supposed to be fixed relative to the Earth. Therefore, signals from SBAS geostationary satellites w ould alw ays be in a Doppler collision
w ith each other w hen received by a fixed receiver. In reality, geostationary satellites move slow ly w ithin a station-keeping w indow , mostly along the N-S and the E-W axis, w ithin a 24-hour
period. This generates relative Doppler w ith a harmonic pattern and an amplitude of several 10s of Hz, so that a Doppler collision inside the code loop (~1 Hz) occurs only tw ice a day per pair
of SBAS satellites, and lasts from a few minutes up to one hour or more in the maximum interference zones describes hereafter.

Tracking-Error Theor
In the presence of an interfering signal, the receiver delay lock loop not only tracks the desired signal delay, but also the delay of the sum of the desired signal (index ) and all interfering
signals (index i = 1 to N).
The received signal can thus be w ritten as:
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Where p i (t) : PRN code sequence of the ith satellite
d i (t) : data from the ith satellite
ω: pulsation of the reference signal, 2 × × frequency
i (t), τi (t) and φi (t) : pow er, propagation delay, and phase of the ith signal w ith respect to the desired one.

With an early-minus-late pow er code discrimination function and in the presence of low Doppler, the error function induced by a C/A code interference can be w ritten as:

<!--pagebreak-->
Where:
R k,i : cross-correlation betw een desired signal k and ith signal
B n : delay lock loop bandw idth
T c : C/A code period
n : C/A code length.

From this expression w e observe that the tracking error induced by C/A code interference w ill depend on
different parameters:
the relative code delay: Δτk,i = τi – τk
the pow er factor: a i a k
the relative carrier phase: Δφi,k = φk – φi
the relative Doppler
the cross-correlation function: R k,i
and the message data : d i

FIG RE 2 show s theoretical tracking errors for the pseudorange tracking error (in meters) versus the relative code delay (in chip units) for different phase shifts betw een the tw o received
carriers.

FIGURE 2 Theoretical tracking errors for
pseudorange measurement

FIG RE 3 show s theoretical tracking errors for the carrier-phase tracking error (in meters) versus the relative phase delay (in radians) for different phase shift and different relative received
pow ers betw een the tw o received carriers.
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FIGURE 3 Theoretical tracking errors for
carrier-phase measurement

Assumptions for these theoretical results are: no relative Doppler,
correlation function as in FIG RE 4.

-chip correlator spacing, infinite bandw idth, no data message, and a cross-

FIGURE 4 Assumption

Error Obser ations
We characterized C/A code interference w ith three complementary methods:
1. computing the 3rd-order derivative of the pseudorange, to detect anomalies
2. analyzing the measurement residual errors obtained by interpolation (over a sliding tw o-hour w indow ) and extraction of the range error
3. fine analysis of relative Doppler and carrier phase; Gold code sequences cross-correlation function; SBAS navigation messages correlation.
<!--pagebreak-->
All the data are measurements taken June 18–22, 2008, in British Columbia, Canada, at a location w here our geometrical analysis predicted a zero relative Doppler betw een tw o WAAS satellites.
The green band in FIG RE 5 depicts this highest WAAS message correlation zone.

FIGURE 5 Highest WAAS message
correlation zone

Such a zone exists for each pair of SBAS satellite signals using C/A code. The longitude range of these zones w ill be larger in the future, since more and more geostationary satellites exhibit
very accurate station-keeping thanks to a stable north-south ionic propulsion subsystem. These zones move along the east-w est axis, since the geo-satellites perform E-W or W-E maneuvers
from time to time. The synchronization of WAAS signals at emission made our zero-Doppler zone prediction easier.
The measurement campaign had a 3-hour trial recording period, and a 48-hour continuous recording period.

FIGURE 6 Observation site near Kamloops,
British Columbia, Canada

FIG RE 6 show s the location, near Walhachin, 45 kilometers from Kamloops.

FIGURE 7 SBAS Doppler evolution

FIG RE 7 show s a very long Doppler collision, lasting 1 hour, 45 minutes. The results in FIG RE 8 are related to the cross-correlation function.

FIGURE 8 Relative Doppler betw een PRN
135 and 138
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Anal sis
The C/N0 mea emen a e clea l affec ed b he c o -co ela ion in e fe ence. Pai of C/N0 deg ada ion pe iod a e clea l i ible d ing each
Dopple colli ion on J ne 19. The e pai a e e plained b he lo
hif of he c o -co ela ion f nc ion. We mea ed deg ada ion of abo 0.5 dB.
FIGURE 10 PRN 135 and 138 ela i e
dela

FIGURE 11 PRN 135 e o

/o moo hing

The e pai can be ob e ed on he 3 d-o de de i a i e of he p e do ange. The e C/N0 deg ada ion m
be aken in o acco n in he WAAS link b dge , and in he comp a ion of he L1
po e inc ea e of SBAS mode ni a ion ega ding L1. Fig e 10 gi e an e ample of ch a 3 d-o de p e do ange de i a i e fo PRN 135, fo he ame pe iod a he PRN 135 p e do ange
mea emen in Fig e 9.

FIGURE 12 PRN 138 e o

/o moo hing

Conclusions
Thi
d e o o anal e in de ail an e o affec ing po i ioning pe fo mance fo
e and applica ion
ca e fo he U.S. WAAS and he Japane e MSAS. I i no he ca e fo he E opean EGNOS, a EGNOS
em' c en e ion.
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FIGURE 13 Nav message cross-correlation,
PRN 135 and 138
The positioning error mechanism analyzed here, due to interferences betw een SBAS codes during Doppler collisions, is similar to the case of multipath errors. The most affected applications
are those of fixed SBAS users, or ones provided w ith low dynamics relative to the Doppler.

FIGURE 14 Nav message cross-correlation,
PRN 135 and 138

Results show a possibility of mitigating the interference by applying a correction algorithm using the method suggested by CNES: for instance, in all the user WAAS receivers supposed to
perform accurate ranging. At a minimum, it w ould be necessary in case of GEO ranging to detect the errors, and either to eliminate all measurements made during Doppler collision from the
navigation solution, or to adequately bound the associated errors in the integrity computation.

FIGURE 15 C/N0 of WAAS PRN 135 and
138

The w orst cases of Doppler collision w ere not observed at the end of our measurement campaign, because one of the tw o observed WAAS satellite made an east-w est maneuver during that
period, this having displaced the maximum interference zone.
If is the number of SBAS satellites in a given region of the w orld, the number of maximal interference zones covering the region is !/[2! ( -2)!]. Four SBAS over a region w ill produce six
maximal interference zones. Five SBAS satellites w ill produce 10 maximal interference zones in the region, and so on. These zones are not stable since the geostationary SBAS spacecraft
maneuver sporadically.
The SBAS C/N0 degradation at L1 due to quasi-stationary C/A codes is due to a variation of the C component, rather than a variation of the N0 component. We recommend that this effect be
taken into account in detailed radio frequency compatibility studies betw een GNSS on L1.
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Tests used a NovAtel DL-4/OEM4 receiver (w w w .novatel.com).
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